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Former A.S. member
urges SUREC probe

What goes up . .

Report recommends
resignation of officials
By

Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Associated Student directors were asked Wednesday
to launch an investigation into the possibility of SJSU
administration mismanagement of the financially troubled Rec Center.
The request for an investigation was made by Larry
Dougherty, a former SJSU student who served as A.S.
vice president. Student Union Board of Directors member, and led the "Committee to Stop the wRECk" in the
third student vote that authorized Rec Center construction.
In a presentation to the A.S. board, Dougheny said
he believed the investigation would result in a request for
the resignation of Student Union Director Ron Barrett.
Barrett had no comment concerning Dougherty’s recommendation.
On a list of recommendations Dougherty also called
for the resignation or dismissal of SJSU executive vice
president J. Handel Evans.
Evans said Thursday night that SJSU administration
has not rushed the project because of cost overruns.
"Nobody would want to put this project out on the
street" without adequate financing, Evans said.
About administrative mismanagement, Dougherty
said to the A.S. Board, "They (the adminstration) didn’t
act in the public interest. (The students) need somebody
they can really trust."
Barrett, who Dougherty called the main "contact
man" for the campus concerning the planning and construction of the Rec Center. said he has done a "gtx)d
job" informing students of issues involving the project.
Dougherty included in his report the history of the
Rec Center, beginning with the summer of 1981. "Students should have been involved at this point." Dougherty said.
On July 25 of that year the Rec Project Committee
was organized by Bob Bronzan. former SJSU football
coach and athletic director.
Bronzan was rehired on faculty status, with faculty
pay. to serve as Rec Center project consultant.
Early in the project student representation was lacking. Tony Robinson, A.S. president at the time, was the
only student representative on the "Rec Project Committee."
Barrett said that low student involvement in the Rec
Center is a "lie." and that he believes students were involved from the outset of the project through to the final
student vote.
After previously telling the Daily he was unaware of
any SUBOD action to set a limit on student fees. Barrett
said Thursday that he was at the March 1984 directors
meeting when the policy was passed.
Barrett said he "went back" and looked at the
SUBOD minutes. and became more aware of the policy.
The SUBOD policy has proved to have no legal binding. because the California State University Chancellor’s
Office is in charge of the financing of the Rec Center.
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Dougherty recommends Barrett’s resignation

Report reveals history
By Jim Hart and Jeff Elder
Daily staff writers
Former Associated Students Vice President Larry
Dougherty returned to the A.S. council chambers
Wednesday to give a one -and -a-half hour presentation
of what he termed "mismanagement" of the Ret:
Center project.
Last week Dougherty, opposed to the Rec Center
since its planning stage, told the Spartan Daily some
of the A.S. directors "have been lap dogs when they
should have been watch dogs.
In the last few weeks several of the A.S. directors
have taken strong stands against a proposed fee hike
to cover the growing Rec Center budget deficit.
In an A.S. meeting earlier Wednesday the A.S.
board elected to place a referendum on the March 16
and 17 A.S. election protesting the proposed fee hike.
SJSU students have been misled about the facility
since the student election which approved the project
in 1984. Dougherty said in the presentation.
Using an overhead projector to display some of
more than 100 documents he has collected on the project. Dougherty told the board that proponents of the
See REPORT. hack page
When asked if this was "misleading" to the situ
dents. Barrett said. "The board members were trying to
make a statement" about keeping the student fees down.
Barrett said he informed the students "right away"
when complications in the construction first occurred.
"I suspect I will (read the report) if and when it
comes out," Barrett said.
Barrett, who didn’t appear at the presentation, said
Dougherty is entitled to have his point, and there will always continue to he critics.
A.S. President Michael McLennan isn’t fully in support of all of Dougherty’s reccommendations at this
time, but agrees the report calls for an "investigation."
"If there are justifiable reasons" then a request for
resignations could occur. McLennan said.

Search for thief continues;
UPD has suspect targeted
Ron Green Daily

staff photographer

Rich Mac Kinitoit of the S.JSLF Juggling Club practices his technique by Tower Hall

Committee to study
alternate funding
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
In an increased effort to combat
the possible student lee increase, the
Associated Students Board of Directors have created a new committee to
pursue the possibility of alternative
funding to cover the cost overruns of
the Rec Center project.
The A.S. Student Union Recreatiim and Events Center Committee
headed by Patricia Phillips. A.S. director of non-traditional minority affairs. seeks to work closely with AsVasconcellos’
John
semblyman
office, the Student Union Board of
Directors, and the California State
University Board of Trustees.
According to Phillips. the committee will study alternative financing measures including legislative
support. state loans and the possibility of a state reserve account that
could be tapped for the necessary
funding.
"We plan to research and discover some means to cover the cost
overruns besides additional student
fees," Phillips said.
The commune will be composed
of A.S. board members, students
and faculty.
"We have many interested students and I will be contacting faculty
members soon," Phillips said.

Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president and committee member, believes that corporate sponsorship
may be a possibility.
’We have to determine how the
corporations might benefit from
helping to fund this project," McCarthy said.
"There are a number of organizations who might he interested," he
added.
A.S. President Michael McLennan cited other possibilities for funding the cost overruns.
"We might be able to find the
money from another source possibly
a reserve fund in the (CSU) system,
or legislative action," McLennan
said.
The.** ject may not be eligible for
state funding, though.
According to Pamela Spratlen, senior consultant of the California
State Way and Means Committee,
the Rec Center does not fit into the
usual project category that can receive state funding.
"Generally, the state will only
help pay for instuctional, administrative, or instructional support buildings which includes gymnasiums,"
Spratlen said. "It’s just the nature of
See COMMITTEE, hack page

Forum notes
controversy
in education
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Controversy over educational
policies will be explored by administrators, teachers and students this afternoon. Campus
leaders are urging SJSU students
to participate.
Many presenters and panelists
involved express strong differences over the hook. "Cultural
Literacy" by E. D. Hirsch. The
forum will take place in Science
Building Room 142 from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. today.
"People who sprout this line of
thinking (the logic of E. D.
Hirsch) are a serious detriment to
society," said Samuel Henry, director of Equal Employment.Opportunity and Affirmative Action.
The moderator of the forum,
Robert Cooper, said he would not
agree with Henry’s statement but
called the ideas "limiting."
Cooper spoke about a beneficial aspect of the book.
"It provides broader perspective on what culture is, an advantage in examining settings like
San Jose," said Cooper, an SJSU
psychology professor.
Counselor Marjorie Craig,
See FORUM, back page

By Kathy White
Daily staff writer
A suspect has already been targeted by the University Police Department for the break-in Wednesday of the men’s locker room.
Lt. Shannon Maloney, acting codirector of public safety, said that
seven lockers were reported as broken into Wednesday between II
a.m. and 12:25 p.m. in the men’s
locker room in Spartan Cotnplex.
The lockers were opened with a
pair of bolt cutters. Wallets were the
main target of the theft, but property
was also stolen.
"We think we know who it is."
Maloney said. "We’ve had a problem with the suspect before and the
description given to us tits him."
The seven victims were: Mohammed Rafiuddin, Nhat Tran, Christopher Gallo, Erick Grover. Angelo
Lopez, Scott Wendler and Bruce
Worden. All were in human performance classes during the time of the

’We think we know
who it is.’
Shannon Maloney,
UPI) lieutenant
thefts.
Worden reported that the suspect
said "hi" to him while he was dressing. The suspect just sat and read a
paper while the students changed
clothes and left for their classes.
A total of $,406 in cash and property was reported stolen.
The locker room attendant that
was on duty Tuesday. Bill Newton,
said it is hard to keep track of who
goes in and out of the locker room.
"We can’t card every person that
goes in to see if he is a student or not
or if he belongs there." Newton
said. "Anyone can walk in."
Maloney said that it wasn’t un-

usual for someone to pull off a crime
during a time when people are supposedly around.
"It’s not that difficult for someone to walk in, in between classes
and not get noticed," Maloney said.
"The cutters don’t have to be big to
he effective. During classes, there
aren’t many people in the locker
room and that’s when it happened."
The suspect is described as 5 -foot 10, white but well -tanned with long
hair that is light brown bordering on
blond. He was wearing a blue tank
top and shorts at the time of the incident.
The UPD suspect is not a student
at SJSU, but has a previous record of
problems of this type. Maloney said.
"The person we have in mind has
had a history of problems." Maloney said.
One of the victims was asked in to
look at a mug picture yesterday afternoon at UPI). but there were no
positive results from that effort.

Discussions focus on women’s issues
By Suzanne De Long
Daily stall writer
Jeanette Torres. a co-coordinator
of the Women’s Resource Center.
sees Women’s Week as a celebration.
"We celebrate what women do,"
she said.
Monday marks the beginning of
the 15th annual Women’s Week at
SJSU. Each day a different topic of
interest will be covered.
This year the topics include:
women and the arts, women and history, women’s health and spirituality, human relations, and women
and work.
Daily entertainment and speakers
will be supplemented by films, panels and slide presentations through -

Why Women’s Week dropped its ’y’
Womyn’s Week is changing its
name.
This year, Women’s Week will be
spelled with an "e" instead of a
"y" because "every year we’ve gotten a lot of flack by spelling it that
way." said Marge Kintscher, cocoordinator of the Women’s Resource Center.
Both men and women have been
"turned -off" by the spelling in the
past. Some have even refused to at-

tend the programs because they were
"threatened" by the unusual spelling. Kintscher said.
She added that "women" was
originally spelled with a "y" because the Women’s Resource Center
wanted to create their own identity.
Since the most important aspect of
Women’s Week is that people attend, the traditional spelling will he
used, Kintscher said.
Su:anne De tong

out the week.
Mary Daly. a feminist author
fighting to change the role of women
in the Catholic church, is this year’s

keynote speaker. Her presentation
will take place in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
See WOMEN, hack page
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October won’t be the same
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Reggie, Reggie!"
6 p eggie,When
sports fans hear that chant, they

1%don’t

think of athletes with surnames of
White. Theus or Smith. The person that first comes
to mind is "Mr. October" himself Reggie Jackson.
After a glorious 20-year career in which he
amassed 583 homeruns and five World Series
rings. Reggie Jackson is no longer preparing for another year of baseball.
Though he has not yet made an official announcement, it is apparent that Jackson’s major
league career is over as he bows out in the Oakland
A’s colors he wore for many of his great heroics.
For a while last year. the East Bay was dreaming of one last October appearance by Jackson. but
the only glory for the A’s in the end was the induction of two of Jackson’s former teammates (Catfish
Hunter and Billy Williams) into the Hall of Fame
a place Jackson will also be in five years.

Since 1934

Restrict unsafe
campus riding
On Thursday morning the campus safety committee voted 7-1 to enact a campus ban An the riding of bicycles and skateboards. leavinT approval
by Lt. Shannon Maloney. acting director of Public
Safety and President Gail Fullerton as the only remaining necessary steps before riding of the vehicles is prohibited.
It is the unsafe riding of bicycles and skateboards, especially in heavy pedestrian traffic, that
the .Safety Committee wishes to prohibit, but
morning
Thursday
the committee took
the first step toward a
complete ban.
In a 200-person
survey conducted by
,
the Spartan Daily last
week. 70% of SJSU
students polled said
they believed people
had the right to ride
bicycles and skateboards on campus.
When the Safet
began
Committee
Elder
planning to ban bicycles and skateboards
on campus earlier this semester protest erupted
from students who rely on alternative means of
transportation.
"First they’re trying to change it to $2 to park,
and now they’re trying to cut us off so we have to
drive," Rafti Nalvarian, a senior majoring in public relations told the Spartan Daily last week.
The ban would not prohibit commuters from
using bicycles and skateboards to get to school, just
through it. Nevertheless, cyclists and skateboarders
who do not, unlike many (it us. contribute to
SJSU’s significant traffic and parking problems
took the proposal of a ban as a slap in the face.
"I don’t ride unsafely." many of them told the
Daily. They saw no reason why their personal
rights should be restricted because a few isolated
instances gave their vehicles a reputation as a safety
hazard.
After all, cars on the campus portion San Carlos
street, the most dangerous five blocks of San Jose,
must be considered SJSU’s greatest campus safety
hazard. Why should people who don’t contribute to
our bevy of auto-related problems suddenly be penalized because of their choice of transportation?
On the other hand, many of the pedestrians interviewed last week by the Daily said they’d had an
all -too-close encounter with an unsafe cyclist or
skateboarder. One related a story of spending six
weeks in a cast with an Achille’s tendon cut by a,
skateboard. Many others said they’d been victims
of hit -an -run collisions. That is what this legislation
should prohibit.
Posting officers at major thoroughfares at busy
times of day is the most logical way of enforcing
this legislation. An outright ban of the vehicles
would probably be both ignored. and ’unenforceable. There is however, a very feasible way of enforcing a ban on unsafe riding in heavy traffic.
During times of the day when there is heavy pedestrian traffic officers can watch for unsafe cyclists or skateboarders and cite any offenders they
see.
Riders who do not inconvenience or threaten
pedestrians should be allowed to continue. Only
what is deemed unsafe should be prohibited.
Under this system, bicyclists and skateboarders
ssill not he permitted to inconvenience or endanger
pedesiri ans. This arrangement will also not do
something that is pointlessly restrictive and unfair:
it will not restrict the safe and conscientious riding
of bicycles and skateboards.
Unfortunately. on Thursday morning the safety
committee voted to do just that. It is now up to Maloney and Fullerton to stop a complete ban of these
vehicles on campus.
Maloney said Thursday that a ban would he
"enforced casually, and as the need arises." His
approach is commendable. In the end, it is sure to
he unsafe riding that will be prohibited, and the
proposal should be worded with that reality, rather
than the current, extreme approach in mind.
According to Terry McCarthy. Assnciated Students vice president. compromises to the complete
ban were not given great consideration at the meeting .
Students’ rights need not be sacrificed here.
Unsafe behavior can be prohibited without restricting what conscientious people do. Compromise is
necessary in order to solve this problem without
hurting innocent people

Jeff

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you our readers. Your ideas, commments. criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
All letters may he edited for length and libel,
and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number
of letters on a given topic after a sufficient amount
of comment has appeared
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and ChM% level
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall, or to the Student
Union Information desk.
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Test your news 1.0.
How much do you remember
4. Under a law approved by voters
about the stories that have been in in 1986. signs warning of potentially
the news recently? If you score fewer harmful chemicals in everything
than five correct answers, you’ve from foods to voirkplaces began to
spent too much time in the Spartan appear throughout the state of: (a)
Pub. If you score eight or more Massachusetts; (b) Florida; (c) California.
right, you rate an "A."
5. The Commerce Department
said that in the final three months of
1987 the nation’s economy had
grown at an annual rate of: (a) 4.5
percent; (b) 2.4 percent; (c) 5.4 percent.

I. Navy Secretary James H. Webb
Jr. resigned and President Reagan
named as his successor: (a) Edward
H. Hill 2d; (b) William L. Ball III;
(c) John R. Bell.
2. Checks by the Internal Revenue
Service itself and by the General Accounting Office indicate that people
seeking help with their taxes get incorrect answers to their telephone
quenions at least: (a) 25 percent of
the time; (BY ii percent of the time;
(c) 18 percent of the time.

6. South Africa banned all political activities of 17 leading antiapartheid organizations, including
the nation’s largest such organization: (a) the African National Congress; (b) the United Democratic
Front; (c) the National Congress for
Freedom.

3. Texaco Inc. agreed to pay the
Energy Department $1.25 billion to
settle claims it had overcharged customers when federal oil price controls were in effect from: lal 197074:(b) 1973-81; lc) 1979-83.

7. Unusually heavy rainstorms
continued to send avalanches of
mud, boulders and garbage down
hillsides, killing at least 270 people
and leaving an estimated 20.000
homeless, in and around: (a) Bris-

bane. Australia; (b) Dacca, Bangladesh; (c) Rio de Janeiro. Brazil.
8. Roh Tae-woo was installed as
South Korea’s sixth preesident in the
country’s first peaceful transfer of
power since it became an independent nation in: (a) 1948; (b) 1939: (c)
1952.
9. Undersecretary of the Army
James R. Ambrose said the Army
would dispose of its aging stockpile
of chemical weapons by: (a) burning
them in incinerators at the various
sites where they are now stored; (b)
dumping them in the ocean, in extra secure containers; (c) moving them
to a site in Utah for incineration
there.
.
10. Matti Nykaenen became the
first ’triple gold medalist of the 1988
Winter Olympics when he led his
country to victory in the team 90meter ski jumping competition his
country is: (a) Switzerland; (b) Yugoslavia; (c) Finland.
ANSWERS: 1.6 2.b 3.b 4.e 5.a
6.1)7.c 8.a 9.a 10.c.

Letters to the Editor
Drop-out causes vary
Editor,
After reading Jell Elder’s arlide
regarding SJSU drop-out rates. I
couldn’t help but think that the cause
as stated in the article is over-simplified. To simply correlate low student -teacher ratios with high dropout rates and state this as the cause of
the problem is especially erroneous
when comparing SJSU with Stanford.
The average freshman entering
Stanford is, without question, more
success -orientated than the average
SJSU freshman. If this weren’t the
case, then how did they get in Stanford when admissions is rejecting
even those with 4.0 GPA’s.
In contrast, many SJSU freshmen
may not be attending the university
with a serious intent to graduate. Everyone knows that SJSU is a commuter school. It provides a convenient source of education for many
young people who might not otherwise have gone to a university. This
is essentially what occurs to a greater
extent at California’s community
colleges.
The phenomena doesn’t occur to
such a high degree at California
State University campuses such as
Chico or San Luis Obispo. Neither
of these campuses is as accessible to
such a large pool of young people as
SJSU. Thus, if their typical freshman is away from home, leaving
their hometown social lives and
committing greater finances to the
process of education, there is a
igreater driving force to graduate.
It is beyond question that this is
not the only cause of high drop-out
rates, but it serves to illustrate that
behind every statistic, several explanations exist.
Greg Oslund
Senior
ClvIll Engineering

Blame the molesters
Editor.
If you are going to place blame.
let’s put it where it belongs. Katarina
Jonholt raises some important points
about today’s children (-Care
needed to prevent molestation"
March I). but they have little to do
with preventing molestation.
As a parent. I agree that children

should not be left with strangers,
should not be taught to shun adults
and should not be left in front of the
television in place of quality time
with parents. Children should not
have to live in the shadow of fear
and suspicion. And I agree that such
situations do not serve our children
well.
But children are susceptible to
molestation, even placed in the idyllic situation that Ms. Jonholt prescribes. I grew up in an open, loving
environment with a non-working
mother and without daycare centers.
I was exposed to many adults and a
moderate amount of television. Who
would have guessed that it would be
my favorite uncle who would molest
me?
Sexual abuse doesn’t happen because children are afraid to interact
with adults. It doesn’t happen because they spend too much time in
front of the television. It doesn’t
happen because their parents didn’t
teach them to love and respect others.
Let’s not blame sexual abuse on
the parents or the children. Let us
blame it on the sick people who take
advantage of small people who are
vulnerable, trusting and unknowing.
Marney McKinley
Senior
Public Relations

ROTC, Part 2,130

Editor,
I would like to respond to the recent letters about the ROTC. and
particularly the ROTC Rangers. I
would first like to clear the fact that
as a squad leader who leads exercizes for. the Rangers, we never use
the word "wimp" or any other derogatory words to the trainees nor
were any of those words used when I
was a trainee last semester. The
words we use are. "Dont quit,"
"Drive on," "Push it," etc.
words that encourage one to work
hard.
In Mr. Boutilier’s letter he states
that Ms. Weiss was not complaining
about our attire. If he were to refer
back to Weiss’ letter, he would find
that this is not true: "I am offended
by the presence of crew-cut soldiers
in training, sporting Army fatigues.
yelling and grunting. . . ."
Does it really matter how people
dress or look? My parents taught me

that a person should be judged by his
or her inner qualities, not because of
skin or hair color, clothes or other
exterior attributes.
As for our "Military morality,"
we are taught how to fight and win.
Much like any sporting event, we are
taught to know our jobs and be aggressive; if you have played any organized sport you could understand
this. But the difference here is that
lives are at stake. We need to know
our responsibilities on the battlefield, but we never go around bullying people on the streets. In fact,
ROTC cadets are some of the most
polite people on campus.
We, too, want .
. humanistic
solutions rather than militaristic. As
a future officer. I will train myself
and my men for battle, but pray to
good lord that I will never be called
on to use those skills. Ther is a saying: Only a soldier can really appreciate peace, for he has seen the horror of war."
As for ROTC being a program at
SJSU, we must remember we are
here to learn not only our major but
other subjects. too. The world is a
violent place, and it is important to
learn about men and women, and the
ways they will protect this nation
and its interests.
One letter claimed ROTC had
nothing to do with an officer’s ability, therefore we should do away
with ROTC. Well, can it be said
then that a medical school has nothing to do with a doctor being good or
bad, therefore, let’s get rid of medical school? No. that would be foolish.
It doesn’t seem as though these
detractors know very much about
ROTC. I invite them to come and
ask any question they might have
about us. Take the time to learn
about us. I know the Army is not for
everyone, and I’m not asking anyone
to join. Look for me and I’ll personally try to answer your questions. I
train with the ROTC Rangers Monday and Wednesday at about 7 a.m. I
am a squad leader with the Rangers.
Incidently. I have a crew cut and a
mustache. Hope to see you.
Joe Dermenjian
Junior
Undeclared

Jackson returned to the A’s last year, after an
II -year absence, to
provide leadership
and as much power a
41 -year-old could,
but proved to be little
help in the A’s pennant run. His final
season ended with 15
homers. 43 runs batted in and a lowly
.220 batting average.
For many fans,
Jackson’s departure from the game is a blessing.
ego
that
is easily hurt.
massive
Many dislike his
Others just plain hate him and think he’s a jerk. But
. Granted, he is articulate, controversial and veil:
outspoken. He once said "I speak in headlines
Isn’t that the truth.
When he signed his five-year, $.3 million contract with the New York Yankees before the 1977
season, Jackson said. "I didn’t come to New York
to become a star. I brought my star with me."
In his 1975 autobiography, Jackson’s opening
words are "My name is Reggie Jackson and I am
the best in baseball. This may sound conceited, but
I want to be honest about the way I feel."
He was the first black baseball player to make
flamboyance fashionable. Statements like "I am
the best in baseball" may not mean much now, but
back in the ’60s, it was positively revolutionary.
Baseball’s general attitude toward blacks was disgraceful. Black players who preceded Jackson
would never have dared to be so outspoken. Willie
Mays allowed the media to call him the "Say -Hey
Kid." labeling him as a happy-go-lucky (or in
otherwords uneducated) poor boy from the South.

’My name is
Reggie
Jackson and I
am the best in
baseball.’

ackson was the firstblack to speak his mind.
challenge the system and emerge a winner. The
more human, more exciting
sport is better
Without Jackson,
and more fun for his efforts.
we might not have Rickey Henderson or Jeff Leonard, at least as we know them.
Jackson came into the game, 1967, at the right
time. The game was in a major slump. Television
ratings and attendance were lagging. Baseball was
perceived as a boring 19th -century sport.
"Mr. October" came in and created waves. He
ripped former A’s owner Charles 0. Finley. He
sprayed champagne on commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
He yelled at manager Billy Martin on national TV.
And when the World Series went prime time. Jackson was there for the moment.
Others followed Jackson’s example, and ticket
sales and ratings soared. The public began to accept
the fact that baseball players could be as fascinating
as football players.
Jackson became a pioneer. He made hot-dogging acceptable and minority salesmanship (ReggieVision and the Reggie Bar) marketable.
To think that Jackson’s ego has hurt the game is
pure bull.
In fact, as he made his farewell lap around the
league last summer, Jackson kept a low profile.
Unlike the way Julius "Dr. 1" Erving retired from
the National Basketball Association, with speeches
and special nights in every city he visited. Jackson
shunned such shows.
Personality aside, there is no doubt that Jackson
was one of the best hitters to play this grande ole
game.
During his rookie season, 1968. Jackson hit
.250, 29 HRs and had 74 RBIs, signaling greater
things to come. Greatness came the following season, 1969. as he had the best year of his career. His
season totals: a .275 average, 47 HRs and 118
RBIs. the latter two both career highs. Yet these
stats didn’t earn Jackson a Most Valuable Player
award.
"Mr. October" did win his only MVP award in
1973 when he hit .293, 32 homers and drove in 117
runs.
Jackson hit 40 or more home runs just one other
mime, but he did have five 30-plus seasons. Besides
the first year, when he played in 35 games. he
never hit less than 14. He had six 100-plus RBI
years, finishing his career with 1,702.
Jackson’s last hurrah didn’t have a storybook
ending like Ted Williams did (he hit a home run in
his final at bat). His final home game on Oct. I
ended with a pinch-hit, eighth -inning single. Jackson’s final contest was against the Chicago White
Sox on Oct. 4 with his former boss Finley looking
on. Jackson went 2 -for-3, including a run -scoring
double. He singled in his final at bat, receiving a
standing ovation from the Comiskey Parkcrowd.
But Jackson will be remembered as a home run
hitter extraordinaire. A true baseball star. Jackson
once said that he enjoyed that status.
"There are times when it would be nice to be
treated just like everyone else. But there are times
when I do like to get special treatment. But mostly,
all I really ask is to be treated with respect."
And respect a lot of it is what Reginald
Martinez Jackson has earned and gets.
Nelson Cardadeiro is the Sports editor. He
doesn’t appreciate it when people call him or
Reggie a jerk in the weight room. Shifting Gears
appears every other Friday.
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Job Fair attracts 5,000 students

Election Roundup
Robertson seeks
lawsuit dismissal
I s SO( iated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) -GOP presidential candidate Pat Robertson isn’t retreating from his firm denial of charges he avoided combat in Korea although
he wants to end a legal battle with a former congressman who made them.
Robertson and his lawyer have formally announced plans to ask a federal judge to dismiss the
$35 million lawsuit against Rep. Paul N. McCloskey
Jr., R -Calif., to avoid beginning a three-week trial on
Super Tuesday.
Going to trial next Tuesday means Robertson "is
being asked to sacrifice his presidential campaign in
order to vindicate his personal honor." attorney
Douglas Rigler told reporters Wednesday.
"We think that’s extraordinarily unfair." Rigler
said, referring to U.S. District Judge Joyce Hens
Green’s refusal to postpone the trial date until June
20, when the primary season has ended.
The decision to seek dismissal of the suit "does
not in any way indicate he is unwilling to confront
Mr. McCloskey or that he shies away from any judicial determination of the merits of the charges."
Rigler said.
"Robertson does not intend to back away at any
time from his denial of the charges that Mr. McCloskey made," Rigler added.
McCloskey. meanwhile, said Robertson is
"chickening out of the trial just like he chickened out
37 years ago."
The former congressman’s lawyer, George
Lehner. said he would oppose Robertson’s motion to
dismiss the lawsuit and request to proceed with the
trial on Tuesday.

TODAY
Improvement of Instruction Committee: "The Challenge of Education in a Multi -cultural, Multi -ethnic
Setting." 1:30-3:30 p.m.. Science
Building Room 142. Call 924-5919
for information.
Intramural Sports: Two-a-side volleyball sign-ups through Friday, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.. Monday -Friday at the
Leisure Services Office. Call 9245962 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
Center: Lecture and discussion session on resumes, 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, Co-op Orientation,
2:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call 924-6033 for information.
Re-entry
Advisory
Program:
Drop-in support group. 2-3:30 p.m.,
S.U. Pacheco Room. For information call 924-5930.
Free modern dance performance:
Presented by A.S. Program Board,
noon, S.U. Upper Pad. For information call 924-6260.
India Students Association: General meeting, 4-6 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. For information call
426-0420.
History Department: Representatives from the Army War College
present "What is American Military
Policy?" noon, Dudley Moorhead
Hall Room 348. For information
contact Dr. Boll.
Vovinam Viet Vo Dao: Regular
practice session, 5:30-6:45 p.m.,
Spartan Complex Room 209. For information call 972-0762.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Visiting
the Anne Frank Exhibit, 4:30 p.m.
in S.U. Almaden Room or 5 p.m. at
the San Jose Museum of Art. For information call 263-2312.
Meteorology and Cybernetic Systems: "The Gaia Hypothesis: An
Update." with James Lovelock, 3-5
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
Crowds of people made the Student Union Ballroom look like Program Adjustment Day on Wednesday.
but
it
was
potential
employment, not class schedules.
which packed the area.
SJSU’s Eighth Annual Summer
and Co-Op Job Fair drew approximately 5.000 employment -seeking
students into the 58 -foot -by -I 22-foot
ballroom.

Delegates undecided
about candidates
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three -fourths of the
Democratic Party leaders who will be national convention delegates are not yet supporting any of the
presidential candidates as the initial round of primaries and caucuses draws to a close, an Associated
Press survey found.
Since late last year, the candidates together have
attracted support that will add up to fewer than three
dozen votes at the convention, according to the survey, in which hundreds of the party’s "super delegates" were contacted.
And despite the months of debates and the weeks
of primaries and caucuses, many of the automatic delegates, who include Democratic National Committee
members, Democratic governors and others, are not
closing in on which candidate they plan to suppport

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organkations. Items may be sub
mined on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the nest day’s
paper is noon.

Job-seekers pack
S . U. Ballroom

"I think the truth ought to be told," McCloskey
said. "I don’t know any better place to get the truth
than in the courtroom. He invoked the process, he
ought to go through with it."
McCloskey was sued in 1986 following publication of his charges that Robertson called his father,
the late Sen. A. Willis Robertson. D-Va., from Japan
to get out of combat in the Korean War.
McCloskey, who was on the troop ship from
which Robertson and five other Marine officers were
removed for special training, says the former television evangelist later was the "liquor officer" to a
rear-echelon unit in Korea.
Rigler distributed a statement from Robertson
saying "the pretrial process has already demonstrated
the total falsity of Mr. McCloskey’s statements about
me

Meteorology Department Seminar: "Analysis: It may be objective,
but is it effective?" With Dr. Doug
Sinton, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall. Room 615.
Spartan Tennis Club: Tennis meeting, 2-5 p.m. at South Campus Tennis Courts. For information call 2778262.
4.,ADIHDAY
Catholic Newman
Car Wash, 9 am.Chevron Station at
Ave For information

Community:
2 p.m. at the
1402 Camden
call 265-9159

MONDAY
MEChA: Raza Day 1988 Meeting,
4 p.m. Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. For information call 2982531.
Spartan Aquatics: Open meeting.
3:30 p.m. at the Men’s Pool. For information call 277-8637.
Career Planning and Placement:
Lecture and videotape on How to
Prepare for Interviews, 2:30 p.m. in
S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 924-6033.
Informal Bible Study: 7-8 p.m. at
the Campus Christian Center. For
more information call 926-2946.
Chemistry: Preliminary Seminars,
4:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall Room
135. For more information call 9245000.
TUESDAY
Mu Alpha Gamma, The Student
Magazine Association: Meeting,
11:30 a.m. in Dwight Bentel Hall
Room 205. For more information
call (415)846-8697.
Career Planning and Placement:
Summer Job Hunting Techniques. 2
p.m. in S.U. Almaden Room.
Orientation on Computerized Interview Request Procedures, 2 p.m. in
S.U. Montalvo Room. Futures in Biotechnology, 12:30 p.m. in S.U.
Umunhum Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Human Resource Administration
Club: Meeting and speaker Tom
Wroblewski on Competition HighTech Style, 5:30-6:30 p.m. in S.U.
Almaden Room. Fom more information call 338-9281.

Senator wants
dance seen as
state symbol
OAKLAND (AP) - State Sen.
Quentin Kopp wants the West Coast
Swing to join the ranks of gold, serpentine rocks, the desert tortoise,
dog-faced butterfly and the sabertoothed cat.
All but the dance are officially
recognized as symbols of The
Golden State, but under Kopp’s Senate Bill 2460, the West Coast Swing
could become the state dance.
Gold is the state mineral, serpentine the state rock, desert tortoise the
state reptile, dog -faced butterfly the
state insect and the saber-toothed cat
the state fossil.
"West Coast Swing is an intricate
dance, requiring a great deal of coordination, good timing and intelligent
application," Kopp. a San Francisco
Independent, wrote to fellow lawmakers recently. "It is a healthy.
joyful activity that has attracted a
broad spectrum of Californians."
According to Oakland Businessman Walter Harmon, who approached Kopp with the idea of honoring the dance, West Coast Swing
is a variation of the jitterbug, a jazz
dance. The way it works, the man
dances in one spot and passes the
woman from side to side.
The variation was developed because it takes up less room than the
freewheeling jitterbug, and thus
more couples can dance on a smaller
floor, said Harmon.
"It’s a very complex, very beautiful dance." said Harmon, legislative
liaison director for the United States
Swing Dance Council. "But it’s so
easy to learn, people of any age can
pick it up. even 5 -year-olds."
He says there are 25,000 organized West Coast Swing dancers in
California. and another 20,000 nationwide, mainly in the Midwest.

"It was a tremendous turnout,"
said Yvonne Dunne, Santa Clara
Marion representative. "We were
very satisfied."
"There has been lots of student
interest, especially in the morning,"
said Jackie Richards, one of two representatives from Lockheed Missile
& Space Co. "We’ve been very
busy."
Some students were tentative
about approaching the employers’
tables, and left the ballroom without
speaking to any representatives.
"A lot of people don’t seem to
know what Lockheed does," Richards said. "There’ve been a lot of
Kendra Luck - Daily stall photographer
marketing majors coming up to our
table."
Clyde fuller, an SJSU senior majoring in industrial technology, receive..
Employer representatives num- information from Valerie Dorforanm, an IBM representative.
bered close to 100. and although
Brody estimates approxiamately the event, although a number ol
evaluation surveys of the event have
not yet been tabulated. Career Plan- 600 to 700 temporary and permanent company representatives could be
ning and Placement Center officials positions will be secured by students seen leaving before 3 p.m.
as a result of the one -day fair.
expect results to be positive.
’
At 2:50 p.m. an announcement
"That will determine whether or came over the ballroom loudspeaker.
very
"I thought it went
well,"
said Jerry Brody, Career Planning not the fair was a success," Brody admonishing representatives for
leaving early. A wine and cheese reand Placement director. "Verbal said.
Student numbers and employers’ ception was held after the job fair for
feedback from students and employenthusiasm ran high at the start of participating employers.
ers was very good."

Coast Guard seizes marijuana
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
huge seizure of Thai marijuana from
a freighter in the Pacific and in a seagoing government sting operation
represents a new direction for efforts
to wipe out the drug trade, officials
said.
"This is evidence of a new strategy, to take the war on drugs, if you
will. offshore," Joseph Krueger.
head of the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration office in San Francisco, said Wednesday.
Krueger and other officials announced that Coast Guard and Customs officers seized 22 tons of marijuana in the operation. which
included the boarding of a Panamanian -flagged ship about 900 miles
southeast of Hawaii on Feb. 19.
The haul was the second largest in
West Coast history, said U.S. Attorney Joseph Russoniello. who estimated its wholesale value at $56 million.
The operation also resulted in the
arrest of 21 people of various nationalities. Eight were captured on the
boarded "mother ship." officials
said.
But Russoniello refused to say
what cooperation federal authorities
got from Panama under laws requiring permission of a foreign government whose vessel is boarded on the
high seas.
Panama’s president, Eric Arturo
Delvalle. was forced out of office
last week after he tried to fire Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega, the nation’s military leader, who has been
indicted by a U.S. grand jury on
drug smuggling charges.
Vice Adm. John Costello, Coast

Guard commander for the Pacific,
told reporters at a news conference
that the Coast Guard "has experienced no difficulty in getting
statements of ’no objection’ from
Panama" before boarding ships suspected of carrying drugs.
But Costello declined to say what
procedures were followed in this
case.
Officials said the investigation
began two months ago when an undercover Customs agent was approachect,by is man looking for a ship
to help bad marijuana from a vessel

in the Pacific.
Five Customs agents then sailed
1,700 miles from San Francisco in a
65 -foot fishing boat to meet the 160foot freighter Christina M. at sea.
and collect 17,000 pounds of marijuana for delivery in the San Francisco area, said Rollin Klink, head
of the local Customs office.
The Coast Guard then intercepted
the Christina M., arrested the crewmen and seized another 22.000
pounds of marijuana. authorities
said.
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Final opportunity for PCAA win

Tension mounts

Women’s basketball takes on Fresno State to close out season
13) Kathy White
Daily staff writer

For the SJSU women’s basketball
team, it’s the last chance at a win in
the PCA A.
Saturday night, the Spartans will
be on the road in Fresno to play the
Bulldogs in the last game of the season.
After losing by just two points
against UC-Santa Barbara last week,
Krah said the team is ready for a
win.
"You have to understand that
we’re 10th in league and Fresno is
fifth so thev ’re bordering on the

SPORTS
upper hall ol the league,’ Krah said,
"We’re going into it looking for an
improvement over the last time we
played them."
Fresno beat SJSU 63-43 Jan. 25 in
the Spartan Gym.
This week has been spent studying
sun sheets and looking at films to try
and pinpoint where they can improve. Krah said.
"We didn’t do a good job of con-

trolling their forwards. particularly
Yvette Roberts who scored 19 points
against us," Krah said. "We have to
do a better job of covering inside."
Teddi Johnson, SJSU’s 6-foot
center, has been playing better. Krah
said, and she is expected to be a key
in Saturday’s game.
"If we can play 40 minutes of
good basketball and control the inside game, we have a chance of winning," Krah said.
Bulldog center Renee Ellis scored
just nine points against the locals
earlier this season and Krah is hoping for similar results this time

around. Ellis stands at 6-foot -5.
Krah said the attitude of the team
has been good during practice with
everyone working hard.
"They realize this is the last game
and they’re working hard and executing better in practice," Krah said.
"I can only hope all this will carry
over into the game."
For seniors Joyce Stewart and
Mary Beth Ledesma. this is the last
game of their college careers.
"We’re just going to go out and
give it our best shot." Krah said.
"Everything we do now will be
working toward next season."

Hoyas’ hoopster coach fueds with CBS
Associated Press
While his Georgetown basketball team battles
with Big East opponents. John Thompson is waging a verbal war with CBS Sports.
The feud started when CBS commentator Bill
Raftery criticized Thompson on the air after a
fight broke out near the end of the Georgetown Pittsburgh game Feb. 20. Raftery said Thompson
had to do a better job of controlling his team,
which has been involved in a few fights over the
years.
"John Thompson’s got to do something,"
said Raftery, a former coach at Sewn Hall.
"There have been too many of these (fights)
where Georgetown has been involved. I don’t
care how competitive the game, John has to control his team. 1 hompson struck hack on his weekly Wash-

en ra uc
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inn /lard. shown here on the rings in pike position, will lead the
SJS11. men’s gy ninastics against Stanford Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Problems continue
to plague Strawberry
hint.
turtling tigers
Alhom was sill iiir iii the clubhouse in Lakeland. Fla.. talking with
pitcher Frank Tanana when Hernandez, without saying a word, picked
up a large container of ice water and
poured it over Alhom’s head.
Hernandez then threw the bucket
(in the floor and walked away. muttering epithets.
I
Alb0111 remained seated.
.
"You’re a class act. Willie." he
said. "I wasn’t even talking to
you."
Hernandez said later he felt
Alhom was to blame for way fans at
Tiger Stadium boo him. Hernandez
claimed Alhom called him a crybaby
in a column last year.
BELL CLANGS
George Bell is still angry at the
Toronto Blue Jays, whit want him to
be a designated hitter.
"After the season I had. I come
here and have no job. That’s hard,"
Bell said Wednesday after his first
workout.
He thinks he can change the mind
of Manager Jimy Williams.
"Spring training is long -- we’ll
see what is going to happen," Bell
said.
SIGNINGS
The Mets, in compliance with
their own self-imposed deadline for
completing rosier signings, now
have all 39 of their players on the
major league roster under contract.
The club announced the signings of
Len Dykstra IS305.000). Kevin
Elster, Randy Myers. Darren Reed,
Jose Roman, Mark Carreon and Jack
Savage to one-year contract.. Gene
Walter and Randy Milligan had their
1987 contracts renewed
First baseman John Kruk, a .3(*)
hitter for the San Diego Padres last
year. has reached an agreement in
principle on a two-year contract.

Associated Press
The New York %lets have a new
training camp this season, but old
problems have followed them across
Florida from St Petersburg to Port
St. Lucie.
Darryl Strawberry, fined $1,750
for being late tw ice last season. was
19 minutes late for Wednesday’s
workout and was fined $100 by Mets
Davey Johnson. Strawberry said he
had a flat tire.
"I woke up in plenty of time, Strawberry said. "But when I went
down to my car at 9 a.m.. I had a flat
tire. I called a tow truck because I
didn’t have a spare. By the time I
had to wait for them to come, it seas
late."
Johnson fined Strawberry $51X)
for oversleeping a workout last
March 22 and another SI JINX) when
he left camp after he found out about
the fine. He was fined $250 when he
was 22 minutes late for a game
against the Chicago Cubs on June 9.
He had been late the previous day
hut was not fined.
"Darryl and I don’t have a problem:* Johnson said Wednesday
’We get along great. He’s had sonic
problems with tardiness in the past.
He apologized for being late and said
he had some car problems. That’s it.
"Of the 48 players in this camp,
w h. does it have to he Darryl?"
Johnson asked out loud. "As far as
I’m concerned, it’s settled. But I
wish it hadn’t been Darry 1 . ’
The Met. named Gary Carter cocaptain. joining Keith Hernandez.
Several Met% said that Carter felt
hurt last year when Hernandez was
named captain.
HOT AND COLD
Willie Hernandez of the Detroit
Tigers dumped ice water on a sports
writer’s head, accusing Detroit Free
Press columnist Mitch Albom of

No action planned against
Detroit reliever Hernandez
LAKELAND. Fla. (API
A
summer of frustration for Detroit reliever Willie Hernandez has spilled
over into spring.
Club ofTicials said Wednesday
they plan no disciplinary action
against Hernandez for dumping a
bucket of water on a writer.
The incident was clearly embarrassing, hut club president Jim
Campbell and general manager Bill
Lajoie, making no effort to hide their
disdain for the media, brushed it
aside.

They apparently don’t want to add
to the relief pitcher’s problems.
"We don’t condone this type of
protest to any of you fellows," La.
joie said. "There are other ways to
settle disagreements.
"But, as far as we’re concerned,
this is between the writer and the
player. "
Hernandez, who has been the victim of almost brutal verbal abuse by
Detroit fans for nearly two years,
dumped the water on Detroit Free
Press columnist Mitch Album.

Track and Field
vs. Fresno
March 5- 10 a.m.
Bud Winter Field
(corner of Alma and 10th St.)
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son, who is black, would put any white players on
the Olympic team.
"Is that a question that can be asked?," Musburger said. "Certainly it is. I mean, take a look
at his team down at Georgetown. I think a kw of
people wonder about that."
In his latest counterattack. Thompson called
Musburger’s statements "ignorant" and "dangerous...*
Thompson said questions about the black white ratio on his teams are a "very tactful way of
trying to get a quota on the number of blacks on
the Olympic team."
"I’d be willing to bet you that nobody ever
asked (1984 Olympic coach) Bobby Knight that
question," he said.
Maybe Thompson and Musburger can iron out
their differences at the Big East tournament.

U.S. hockey coach ignores second guessers
Da.e
MINNEAPOLIS (API
Peterson says he bears no sc.n from
being the most second-guessed person at the Winter Olympics.
The pucks have been dropped and
so have the hatchets. It’s time to
relax.
"My future’s right here in my
kitchen." he said Wednesday from
his southwest Minneapolis home.
"I’m retired again and I’m not very
nervous about it."
Peterson coached the U.S. Olympic hockey team in Calgary ’s Olympics until last Thursday. when his
team
unceremoniously defeated
Switzerland for seventh place. Five
days earlier. Peterson’s club lost to
West Germany and was eliminated
from mlefipl competition.
During the last few weeks. Peterson sparred daily with the international and U.S. news media, especially the print media. He steadfastly
protected his players from ll se hat he
felt was a dishonest. unknowledgeable and lazy corps of writers
He now sal.. his team might have
come away with a medal if it had
better goaltenders than Mike Richter
and Chris Terreri, hut he never said

Olympics
anything of the kind during the
Olympic tournament.
He most of
came under fire for
an offensive system that could have
the gold medalist Soviet Union reeling one minute hut create deadly defensive mismatches the next.
Peterson. 57, a retired high school
business teacher and coach, sometimes got short with reporters at
postgame news conferences and
after practices.
He’d complain about what sports
writers were writing hut would then
say he didn’t care what they wrote
because he didn’t read newspapers.
Asked about this curious combination, he said he knew had things
were being %Tanen "by the tone of
the questions."
The ongoing battle between Peterson and "you people" as Peterson called the media
deflected
some of the attention away from his
team, which defeated Switzerland.
Norway and Austria hut lost to the
Soviet Union. Vi esi Germany and
Czechoslovak ma.

A’s McGwire knew contract
negotiations would work out
PHOLNIX. Ari/. (API -- Mark
McGwite said he was never worried
about ongoing contract negotiations
between his attorney and the Oakland A’s. and his early arrival at
spring training reflected his belief.
"I knew we were going to work
things out," said Mcriw ire, who agreed Wednesday to a one-year contract for 5260.000. "I knew I wasn’t
going to be renewed. It’s a very nice
contract."
The A’s, who had the right to
renew his contract at any salary, had
imposed a March 4 deadline for renewal.
McGwire, a first baseman who set
a major league record for rookies by
hitting 49 home runs last season,
was in Arizona several days before
his team held its first workout.
The red-haired. 6-foot -5 McGwire
had said previously that he would
concentrate on working hard at
spring training and not worry about
Bob
the negotiations between
Cohen, a Los Angeles area attorney..

and the A’s.
Details of the agreement were not
released. However. McGwire can
earn at least $65,00() more in bonuses. He made the big league minimum. 562.500. in 1987 when he
drove in 118 runs and batted .289.
"The salary reflects the extraordinary. if not historic. season Mark
had in 1987." Athletics general
manager Sandy Alderson said.
From their standpoint. I guess
they came down a little, and we
came up." Alderson said, referring
to the negotiations.
McGwire was a unanimous choice
as American League Rookie of the
Year.

He said he came out of the Olympics feeling "great" and said he
would have changed only one thing,
if possible.
"I probably would look for more
experienced goalkeeping. but I don’t
know where it would have come
from. There really wasn’t much
available," said Peterson, a former
goalie who coached U.S. goaltenders at the 1984 Gaines. "That’s not a
knock on Richter and Terreri. They
just don’t have the experience. We
played very well as a team. but I
don’t think our goalkeepers performed on a par with the top goalies
on other teams.

"There’s an obvious answer to
why we had problems defensively
and it wasn’t our defensemen not
getting back or our forwards not
helping out. Our goalkeepers simply
didn’t give us the big games we
needed from them.
"But I wasn’t going tel say anything had about them. That’s just
what the media wanted me to do. but
I wasn’t going it) do it."
Peterson rarely did what the media
wanted. He was gruff. He was curt.
At times, he was rude.
And he was ripped ftw it, from sea
tel shining sea and beyond.
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Men’s tennis squad beats

Bruins, falls to Waves
One day after coming away
with its biggest win of the year,
SJSUs men’s tennis team was
shut out by Pepperdine University
8-0 Wednesday.
On Tuesday. the Spartans beat
UCLA 5-2. Until that match,
SJSU had never defeated the
Bruins.
Against the Waves, every
Spartan player except Tom Sheehan lost in straight sets.
Behind Malcolm Allen. the
Spartans came away with a win
over the No. I 3 -ranked Bruins in
Inglewood.
Allen led the way with a No. 1

singles win in straight sets, 7-5,
6-4. over Pat Galbraith. Allen
also teamed up with Roberto Di Giulio in doubles action and beat
Buff Farrow and Bob Netter, 6-3,
6-4.
No. 4 -seeded Sheehan downed
Paul Schott, in straight sets, 6-3,
6-4. Gary Peralta came back to
win the final tiAo sets to beat
Mark Copeland, 4-6, 6-1. 6-0.
Paul Carbone picked up a win
after his opponent, Robert Bicrens, left the court. Carbone lost
the first set 6-4. but had a 4-1 lead
when Bierens quit.

"TWO THUMBS UP."
SISKEL S EBERT

, a noicomay At.se
fly jfortre.:604Dzeociiytioritoi
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Copies
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kinkois
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ticket Info
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ington television show.
"Who’s he to editorialize on how I should
control my team?" Thompson said of Raftery.
"Here’s a guy who’s perceived as being an authority. How can that be when he was completely
incompetent at the profession that he’s now reporting on."
The dispute mushroomed when Brent Musburger, CBS’ No. I sports personality. defended
Raftery during an interview on U New York cable
network.
"The question is, why is Georgetown involved so often in these things?" he said. "It goes
further now. What about Thompson as a coach of
the 11988 U.S.) Olympic basketball team? Do we
now have to worry that our Olympic team will get
iiic olved in such incidents?"
Mushurger also wondered whether Thump.
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Deadly infection outbreak severe
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eclid.
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SAN JOSE (AP)
Four people,
ranging from a 5 -month-old boy to a
35 -year-old man, have died in Santa
Clara County in one of the nation’s
most serious outbreaks of rrieningococcal disease this winter, officials
said Wednesday.
Two of the deaths and five of the
total of 13 cases diagnosed so far in
Santa Clara County have occurred in
the past five days. said Dr. Martin
D. Fenstersheib, the county’s chief
of communicable disease control.
However, he noted the disease is
usually fatal in about 10 to 20 percent of all cases, indicating as many
as 20 to 40 people may have come
down with the disease without being
diagnosed.
The number of cases diagnosed so
far is about three times more than are
usually seen in this county of about
1.4 million people by this time of
year, Fenstersheib said, adding there
is no known reason for the increase.
Meningococcal disease, which affects 3,000 to 4,000 Americans a
year, especially during the late winter and early spring, is a bacterial infection that causes meningitis or
blood borne infection.
A cluster of five cases of the dis-

threat and to raise awareness among
doctors.
Symptoms of the disease, which
tends to be more serious in children
and young adults, include high
fever, headache, stiff neck, nausea,
vomiting, and a purplish rash or tiny
red pinpoints.
If untreated, the patient may progress to delerium. coma and death.
The disease is especially dangerous to people with weakened immune systems and can progress
quickly if not treated.
"It’s severe because the onset is
so sudden," Fenstersheib said.
Meningococcal disease is spread
through direct contact, usually
through discharge from the nose and
throat, and is treated with a two-day
course of antibiotics.
Symptoms generally occur three
to four days after exposure. People
in close contact with patients, especially household members or children in a day care center, often are
given a drug called Rifampin to prevent the disease.
Most of this year’s cases have
been from San Jose and Santa Clara.
hut cases also have been reported in
Morgan Hill and Campbell.

’We just want to
alert (people) and to
alert doctors.’
Martin D.
Fenstersheib,

Dr.

chief of communicable
disease control
ease were reported earlier this year
in schools in Bloomington. Minn..
and three cases were found in a nursing home in Chicago, according to
Dr. Benjamin Schwartz. an epidemiologist at the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta.
About 85 cases have been diagnosed this year in heavily populated
Los Angeles County. and about 15
percent of those have been fatal, said
Dr. Steve Waterman, chief of Acute
Communicable Disease Control in
the Los Angeles County Department
of Health.
The Santa Clara County Health
Department held a news conference
Wednesday to alert the public to the
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Forum: Education is topic

Forty winks

Ken P Ruinard Daily staff

From page I
spokeswoman for the forum, said,
"Some of the ideas (which are explored in the seminar) are not going
to be popular."
Bill Carter, financial aid office
counselor, expressed concern over
the treatment of Educational Opportunity Students (EON.
The financial aid office defines
EOP students as students who don’t
meet the normal admission standards. Grade point average and SAT
scores are used as the basis for determining if a student is an EOP candidate, along with income level.
These students are referred to by
the financial aid office as "special
admits."
"If you are going to admit kids,
’special admits,’ you should provide
the best for them." Carter said.
Carter. an SJSU employee for Iti
years. also said some campus policies are an "affront to the educational system itself."
The financial aid counselor described an example of one "affront"
by talking about an EOP student who
had her campus meal card taken
when there was difficulty with her financial) aid.
President Gail Fullerton and Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans
could not be reached for comment.
The director said the subject of the
forum needs lobe discussed, and the
book provides a good starting point.
Craig. who has also worked at
SJSU since 1969. said, "Some of
the ideas (which are explored in the

photographer

Two unidentified female nappers shade themselves from the warm sun on one of SJSU’s bench’s near Tower Hall

’Education makes
up a quilt we each
bring our own
uniqueness.’
Marjorie Craig,
counselor
seminar) are not going to be popular."
"The subordinate group takes on
the values of a dominant group."
Craig said as another example of an
idea which might be unpopular.
The SJSU graduate. who along
with her counseling maintains status
as a registered nurse, also said improvement of education is important.
"Education makes up a quilt we
each bring our own uniqueness."
"Student population is becoming
more diverse. We need to provide
education for every person to the
best of our ability," Craig said.
She added that an important part
of the discussion lies with the
uniqueness of the format.
"We encourage faculty, students,
staff and community to be involved." Craig said.
Students will join with professors.
administrators and other community
members in a forum on "The Challenge of Education in a Multi -Cultural Multi -Ethnic Setting."

Committee: Finds options

SJSU music department hosts festival
By Lisa Ostruski
Daily staff writer

’The purpose is for each of the choirs to
hear and compare themselves to each
other.’

Students who want to wind up
their week with some music can drop
in at the Music Building Concert
Hall this afternoon.
The 18th Annual Invitational Choral Festival, organized by the SJSU
Charlene Arch ibeque,
music department, will feature perdirector of choral activities at SJSU
formances by choirs from area high
schools and community colleges
Although the event is primarily
for the benefit of its participants, the Archibeque. director of choral activ- participating groups.
public is welcome to stop by and lis- ities at SJSU.
ten from 2 to 5 p.m.
The music department holds the
She expects about 200 to 300 stu"The purpose ((if the festival) is dents. friends and relatives will stop choral festival each year mainly as
for each of the choirs to hear and by throughout the afternoon.
"a recruiting device to get (students)
compare themselves to each other.
The evening program, from 7:30 on campus and to (let them) hear the
They don’t get a chance to do that to 10 p.m.. is closed to the public San Jose State choirs and see the
very often in school." said Charlene because there is only room for the 14 quality of the music department,"
Before, the response was lukearm, Dougherty said. "Now, for
the most part, the A.S. has been receptive."
From page I
Terry McCarthy. A.S. vice presiRec Center outspent its opponents
dent, organized an ad hoc committee
’20-to-1.’
to
research alternate funding to cover
Dougherty said the facility’s adthe Rec Center’s budget deficit, and
vocates were mostly not students.
named Patricia Phillips. director of
and that they "wanted a facility that
non-traditional minority affairs, as
was much more than available funds
committee head.
could build."
Tom Boothe, director of CaliforMore students should he added to
nia state affairs. and McLennan left
the Student Union Board of DirecThursday night for Dominguez Hills
tors, which currently contains 10
in Southern California to meet with
students and eight members who are
the California State University
not SJSU students. Dougherty said.
Board of Trustees to discuss develEarlier this semester Dougherty
opment of the Rec Center.
invited A.S. directors to a presentaAs elections approach, A.S. dition of his findings, hut only A.S.
President Michael McLennan and a rectors are expected to continue to
few other hoard members attended take up the cause of Dougherty, their
former colleague. in his fight to recall of the six -hour !meting.
Wednesday. however. A.S. reac- tify problems v, ich the Rec Center.
tion was better, as directors listened. created as a result of another student
election.
took notes and asked questions.

Report

Former Stooge Besser
found dead in home
1.05 AMA:MS ( Al’) - Come- whining. "Not so
dian Joe Besser, a rotund member of The stooges’ preposterousness elicThe Three Stooges for two years. ited from Besser an exasperated.
was found dead of an undetermined "O000h. you crazy .
When he joined the trio Besser
illness at his suburban North Hollywood home, his publicist said. He asked not to he subjected to the
stooges’ full range of physical
was 80.
abuse.
"He had been ill for some time
and wouldn’t even see a doctor, "I never was the type of comic to
said publicist Jeff Lenhurg. adding be hit by a pie," he said once in an
his body was found Tuesday by a interview. "I was afraid for my
eyes. So Larry said to me. ’Don’t
family member.
you worry, Joe. I’ll take the (heavy)
"I go hack 50 years with Joe Bes- hits for you.’’
ser when I played vaudeville with
The character of Joe became Beshim." said comedian Milton Berle.
"He was one of a kind. He was very ser’s trademark and he added to it in
innovative, very creative. He was a "The Abbott and Costello Show."
where he played the mean, whining
darling of a man, very congenial."
brat "Stinky" who liked to slap Lou
Besser joined fellow comics Moe
around.
Howard and Larry Fine from 1956 to
He appeared on "The Abbott and
1958. one of several comics to replace Shemp Howard as the third Costello Show" in the 1950s and
’60s, along with regular appearances
stooge.
on "The Ken Murray Show" "The
The Three Stooges specialized in
Joey Bishop Show."
head -knocking. eye -gouging slap
Besser made 250 television apstick, pratfalls and endless buffoonery. all punctuated by the silly pearances during his 67 -year career,
phrase. "nyuk. nyuk." The trio joking with such comics as Berle and
made more than 190 short films that Jerry Lewis. He also appeared in
were shown on television for 24 more than 40 films that featured such
years. Lenburg said, and about 50 stars as Rock Hudson, Jackie Gleason and Bing Crosby.
feature-length films until the ’60s.
Besser embraced his role of Joe.
bouncing off his fellow stooges in a
schtick that distinguised his character.
No matter how light the slap. Besser’s invariable response was a

1

Before becoming a Stooge. Besser
worked as a comedian on Broadway,
on radio and in motion pictures.
Besser is survived by his wife of
56 years. Ernie. Funeral arrangements were pending.

A rc h beque said.
The individual school directors
see the festival as a motivational device that gives the students incentive
to work harder if they know they
have a sophisticated audience to perform for instead of just practicing all
the time.she added.
David Stocker, a music professor
and choral director from Arizona
State University will he listening to
and working with each choir and discussing their strong points and ways
to make improvements.
Stocker will also be holding a
seminar for choral directors and musicians, "The Sacred Cows of Choral Music" at 10 a.m. in the Concert
Hall.

Women

Susan Downer, Mary Ellison. Marty
Helprin and Barbara Hull of the English department will be featured.

From page I
Staff, students and anyone interested are invited. "A lot of Our activities are oriented toward men and
women,
said
Co -coordinator
Marge Kintscher.

3:30 p.m. SJSU Reference Librarian Edith Crow presents "Ladies
Sewing Circle and Terrorist Society." a political needlework slide
show.

From page /
the facility; the state doesn’t pay for
student centers.
"The state would have to make an
exception," she added.
Student recreational centers are
funded by student lees and managed
by the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
Spratlen claims Vasconcellos office, which heads the Way and
Means Committee, is looking into
the matter.
’I only recently became aware of
the cost overruns on the SJSU Rec
Center project. and Mr. Vasconcellos’ office is seeking further information," Spratlen said.
She hoped that Vasconcellos office would be contacting the Board
of Trustees and the Chancellor’s Office in the near future.
Student reaction to the establishment of the committee appears positive.
Gina Linn Watson, a senior majoring in radio/television/film feels
all of the alternatives should be
checked before charging the students.
"Maybe corporate, private or allumni donations would work," Watson said. "Or even a combination of
several.
"I think all of the aspects should

be checked and then maybe the community would back it." she added.
Danielle Spier, a senior majoring
in public relations, agrees.
"I think it’s a positive move for
the A.S. to look for someone else to
pay the difference in the cost besides
us." Spier said. "I think San Jose
should help us out."
McLennan is positive about finding a solution for the problem.
"I have a good feeling about the
deferment or the possibility of alternate funding." McLennan said. "It
should not come out of the pocket of
the students."

Addicted infants
react to waterbeds
CHICAGO (AP)
Waterbeds
work wonders for babies born addicted to narcotics used by their
mothers, a University of California
study indicates. but researchers say
they aren’t sure why.
Such infants have easier withdrawal, are more comfortable and are
more likely to thrive if they lie on
waterbeds instead of traditional bassinets, the study found

Monday
All presentations will take place in
the Student Union.
Opening blessing
10:30 a.m.
featuring Rowan Fairgwve, priestess, and Sister Judy Ryan. Campus
Minister. Almaden Room.
11:00 a.m. Militant Menopausal Women perform "Seneca Falls,
1848." Their dramatic reading recounts the planning of the first women’s rights conference. Costanoan
Room.
Noon
Melanie Miller. guitar
and vocalist will provide musical entertainment. Upper Pad.
1:00 p.m.
SJSU Sociology
Professor Meg Bowman will discuss
and sign copies of her new book,
’Dramatic Readings on Feminist Issues, Volume 1.SJSU poetry panel.
2:00 p.m.

$‘1

Amateur sleuth
helps catch robber
SACRAMENTO (API
A
woman who helped catch a robbery
suspect two years ago has done it
again this time tailing a suspected
bank robber like a practiced sleuth
until deputies arrived.
Jan Tillotson, 38. was standing in
line at her bank Wednesday, proudly
wearing her Police Athletic League
button, when she became aware the
bank was being robbed by a man
wearing a straw hat.
Announcing loudly that she left
her identification in her car, Tillotson calmly strolled out of the bank.
When the man came out, Tillotson
read his car’s license plate number,
shouted it to a bank employee with
instructions to call 911 and tailed the
robber in her car.

The many styles of success.
Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your ring today.
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She said she followed the dirty
sedan about two miles through heavy
traffic. She said she generally kepi
two cars between them, driving
closer once to get a good look at the
man’s face.
Tillotson tailed him to a shopping
center parking lot, where she pointed
him out to sheriffs deputies. Todd
Emerson Bates, 37, of Elk Grove,
was arrested after a brief struggle.
Deputies said they found stacks of
money, weapons and a straw hat inside Bates’ car.
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